
INTRO TO MUSIC @ CHS –
WHAT DO WE DO AND WHY?

Lockdown curriculum development for CHS staff… 



PURPOSE: 

1) To briefly outline the “what” and the “why” of our music 
curriculum at Castle Hill and offer the opportunity for all staff to 
learn more about the thinking behind it all. 

2) To offer some practical information and suggestions for all 
staff which will help enrich learning for our students

CONTENTS

■ WHAT DO WE TEACH? Sounds of Intent Framework (mapping 
musical development of children and young people with 
complex needs)

■ HOW DO WE TEACH IT? A mixed method approach, 
grounded in Kodaly principles

■ WHAT IS KODALY? 

■ WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR OUR CHS STUDENTS? 

■ GIVE US AN EXAMPLE! 

■ HOW DO WE KNOW WHAT THE NEXT STEPS ARE? 

■ WHAT DO WE DO, AS LSAs and ETAs?

■ RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ‘FURTHER READING’ OR TASKS 
FOR PD



When our students are 
learning ‘music’, what are 
they learning? Sounds of 
Intent (SOI)

Supported by decades of research, this 

diagram shows, typically, how learners with 

SLD and PMLD develop musical skills. 

The green section is about interaction. 

The pink section is about reacting to music.

The blue section is about doing things 

themselves.

Start in the middle and work your way to the 

outside in each section – these are the music 

skills that we teach our students. 



The BIG QUESTION….

So that’s the WHAT are the they 

learning, but HOW do we teach those 

skills!?

Hmmm…



Mixed Method Approach
■ We use a “mixed method approach” to teaching music at Castle Hill, grounded in Kodaly principles

■ This means we take lots of different ideas from different people and places, and periods of educational 
history and grab from those ideas just the pieces which work best for our students. This helps us find the right 
approach to teaching individuals at CHS and there is science and evidence behind how and why it works! 
We create a bespoke, personal method of teaching just for us, this way, rather than choosing an idea from 
out there and bringing it in where pieces might not fit. Kodaly in particular helps shape and form our 
approach. 

More questions?! Of course….which 
methods….well….



Piaget 1890 (4 
stages)

Dalcroze 1910 
(eurythmics – teaching 

musical concepts 
through movement)

KodÀly 1920s

(a mastery, child-
centred approach to 

learning through 
physical experience –
singing, games and 

movement) 

Montesorri 1900 
(child-led learning: 

follow, observe, 
adjust)

Dewey 1910 
(pragmatics –

practical, real-life 
learning through 
experience, not 

abstract concepts)

Pestalozzi 1780 (free-
play, independent 

learning at  the child’s 
pace – child centred

play)

THE MIX OF METHODS 

Frost, Joe L. A History of Children's Play and Play Environments. New York, NY: Routledge. 2010. p. 24.

This is our 

“pedagogy” – the 

reasoning behind 

WHY we teach the 

way that we teach

Why not research and read about some of these different methods? Dalcrose is 

particularly fun! I have some DVDs and resources if you’re interested! 



Although we take ideas for lots of people, the Kodaly method is the closest to 
what we do…

■ Kodàly developed his ‘musical principles’ which now inform the modern 
Kodàly Concept and methodology (1920s music reform – Hungary)

– Universally accessible 

– Child centred

– Based in the musical ‘mother tongue’

– Implicit learning

– Learn by a multisensory approach (A-V-K)

– Learn through play and experience, including independent exploration

– Song based games  

– Begin with errorless learning 



What do we teach?

Step 1 for Kodàly is…the fundamentals! 

(one year of learning for neuro-typical pre-k)

Free movement in space

Motions with song

Stepping and skipping

Comparative concepts 

Same/different

Loud/soft

Fast/slow

Short/long

High/low

Steady beat/pulse

Rhythm (how the words go)

Beat VS Rhythm 

Singing (in tune) Can we have an example, please!?



Example of learning…for the Sounds of Intent 
step 1&2 learners (those are the first two 
rings on the circle)

SoI Step 1: Encounters sound 

SoI Step 2: Shows an Emerging Awareness 
of Sound



• In whole body 

• In limbs

• Through body 

patting/tapping 

(hands)

• Stamping or 

banging/tapping 

on other objects 

• Bringing hands 

together to clap

• In whole body 

• In limbs

• Through body 

patting/tapping 

(hands)

• Stamping or 

banging/tapping 

on other objects 

• Bringing hands 

together to clap

• In whole body 

• In limbs

• Through body 

patting/tapping 

(hands)

• Stamping or 

banging/tappin

g on other 

objects 

• Bringing hands 

together to clap

• In whole body 

• In limbs

• Through body 

patting/tapping 

(hands)

• Stamping or 

banging/tapping 

on other objects 

• Bringing hands 

together to clap

• In whole body 

• In limbs

• Through body 

patting/tapping 

(hands)

• Stamping or 

banging/tapping 

on other objects 

• Bringing hands 

together to clap

Experience 
beat

Experience beat 
and begin to 
respond

Experience beat 
and begin to 
match

Match beat Find the beat

Coactive

Physically supported by an adult

Moving with a peer

Coactive

Physically supported by an adult

Moving with a peer

Moving independently in a group

Moving independently

Coactive

Physically supported by an adult

Moving with a peer

Moving independently in a group

Moving independently

Coactive

Physically supported by an adult

Moving with a peer

Moving independently in a group

Moving independently

Coactive

Physically supported by an adult

Moving with a peer

Moving independently in a group

Moving independently

SoI Step 1: Encounters sound  

SoI Step 2: Shows an Emerging Awareness of Sound

Progression, focusing on Kodaly learning of 

‘beat’…

Next 

step

Add 

rhythm

Add 

pitch

Next? Next? Next?



Objectives for the lessons as this level: 

SoI Step 1: Encounters sound  

SoI Step 2: Shows an Emerging 
Awareness of Sound

Experiences movement which indicates 
beat/pulse 
(familiar songs1, a familiar person, co-
active, whole body or limbs [gross motor], 
swaying or pressure) 

Vocalises or moves pre-intentionally while 
experiencing beat and sound (familiar 
songs1, a familiar person, co-active, whole 
body or limbs [gross motor], swaying or 
pressure) 

Possible reacts to sounds in the 
environment with additional sensory 
elements 

Activities recommended: 

Examples of activities: ‘row-row-the-boat’ or similar familiar song1 with 
the student sitting with a partner and moving back and forth; row-the-
boat or other ocean/boat songs with student in supported sitting 
between adult’s legs to feel beat with whole body; Shabang’s ‘pulling 
on the anchor rope’ tugging a theraband in time to the pulse; moving a 
sheet of interestingly-tactile fabric beneath the hands/over the 
forehead of students with little intentional movement while singing; 
swinging on a swing while singing to them; wheelchair dancing where 
the movement is in time to the beat; use Rebound to create he 
pulse/beat while singing, TacPac & Handle – body awareness songs 
and rhymes where the beat is indicated by on-body patting and 
movement.



As ETAs and LSAs / support 
within the classroom, what is 
your role? 

■ Help the students feel a beat and rhythm physically – this might mean rocking, creating a vibration 

(tapping) or using lycra/theraband, it might mean ‘rowing’ or swaying with them by holding their hand 

or just moving side to side, or up and down, or backwards and forwards, it might be clapping or body 

tapping, or even running up and down a room!

■ Respond to sounds that the students make with similar sounds – if they ‘ooooo’, ‘ooooo’ back, if they are 

banging on a keyboard at the lower end, join them, if they are scratching on a tray, join them! 

■ Sing songs and rhymes in the student’s language that you think they will know – it’s best if there are also 

actions or touch-elements that also go with the songs! 

■ Leave big gaps and spaces in familiar songs and rhymes for the kids to join in – miss off the last word 

and see if they will add the sound, sign, or word!

■ Always encourage and leave the spaces for the students to do things themselves – if they might be able 

to do it, be sure to give the opportunity! 



Recommendations for further ‘personal 
development’ tasks…

■ Read about one of the methods of teaching on the ‘method slide’ – Kodaly, Dalcrose, Pestalozzi 

and Montesorri. Google and Wikipedia DO count on these ones! 

■ Consider a student in your class who may experience different languages at home or in the 

community – find out about the common nursery rhymes or folks songs in that language. Maybe 

even learn them to teach the other staff. I would personally love to see these! They’re 

challenging to locate. 

■ Experiment with making up your own songs for the students, which have familiar tunes which are 

found in nursery rhymes or folks songs – maybe the words can be about the topic? 

■ Practice singing! Everybody should practice singing all the time so we can all sing confidently 

with our students and join in musical lessons! 


